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S1 Flood-PROOFS: details

Input-data spatialization

In addition to precipitation fields obtained using GRISO1 and GRISO2, simulations of Flood-PROOFS required hourly

input data of air temperature, relative humidity, wind, and incoming shortwave solar radiation. Interpolation schemes for these

four additional weather variables followed well-established procedures in use by CIMA Research Foundation and the Aosta-5

Valley civil-protection regional authority (Laiolo et al., 2014). Air temperature was distributed using a laspe rate estimated with

ground-based air-temperature measurements from the regional monitoring network, followed by an interpolation of residuals

using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW). Relative humidity, wind, and incoming shortwave solar radiation were interpolated

using IDW, favored by the comparatively dense coverage of the regional monitoring network.

S3M snow model10

S3M is a one-layer snow model accounting for precipitation-phase partitioning (rainfall vs. snowfall), snowpack accumula-

tion and melt, as well as snow settling (Boni et al., 2010; Terzago et al., 2019). The main state variables of the model are SWE

(in mm) and bulk-snow density (ρS , in kg m−3), with snow depth derived from those two state variables according to definition:

HS = SWE×ρW ×ρ−1
S (see DeWalle and Rango, 2011, ρW is water density). Precipitation-phase partitioning is solved using

the parametrization by Froidurot et al. (2014), which relies on air temperature and relative humidity. Snowmelt is predicted15

based on a modified temperature-index approach considering observed shortwave radiation, estimated longwave radiation, air

temperature, and a parametrization of snow albedo based on snow age (Laramie and Schaake, 1972). Snow settling is function

of fresh-snow density and time, with different settling rates for days with or without concurrent snowmelt; fresh-snow density

follows Pomeroy and Brun (2001). S3M also simulates glacier-melt runoff, using the same approach used for snowmelt but

with an enhanced degree-day factor and a condition that inhibits glacier melt as long as the pixel is covered by seasonal snow.20

In the operational setup of Flood-PROOFS that we used here, glacier-mass balance and glacier movement were not considered

given the relatively short time scale of flood forecasting. All parameters of S3M were set based on previous validations of this

model in Aosta Valley.

Continuum hydrologic model

Continuum is a continuous-time and spatially distributed hydrologic model accounting for both surface and sub-surface25

water fluxes. The model includes a coupled mass-energy balance at the soil-atmosphere interface and solves for vegetation

interception, surface runoff, infiltration, evapotranspiration, interflow, percolation, as well as groundwater flow on a squared

computational grid (Silvestro et al., 2013). Infiltration and subsurface flow are modeled using a modified Horton approach. The

energy balance is solved using a “force-restore equation”, with an explicit computation of land-surface temperature. Routing

of surface runoff is computed distinguishing between hillslopes and channels. In the operational implementation of Flood-30

PROOFS in Aosta Valley, Continuum takes effective-precipitation fields from S3M and inhibits evapotranspiration wherever

S3M SWE > 0.01 mm. Like S3M, all parameters for Continuum were set according to well-established operational practices

in Aosta Valley.
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Data assimilation

For assimilating ultrasonic-snow-depth-sensor-based maps as SWE, snow depth is converted to SWE using S3M modeled35

density; this follows several pieces of evidence showing that spatial variability of, as well as predictive uncertainty for, density

is smaller than for snow depth (Mizukami and Perica, 2008; López Moreno et al., 2013). Assimilation is performed using a

Newtonian-Relaxation approach, also known as Nudging (Boni et al., 2010).
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Figure S1. Location of manual, periodical measurements of SWE collected by a cooperative consortium in Aosta Valley and snow-depth-

sensor measurements for the period 1-8 March 2020. Note that these manual measurements are not classifiable as snow courses, because

they consist of stand-alone measurements in flat and open sites. See Figure 1 in the main text for explanation of other elements in this map.
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Figure S2. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2008. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S3. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2009. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S4. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2010. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S5. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2011. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S6. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2012. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S7. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2013. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S8. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2015. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S9. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2016. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S10. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2017. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S11. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2018. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S12. Snow-course locations in Aosta Valley for water year 2019. Table 1 in the main text reports dates of each survey, along with

information on elevation covered and number of samples per survey.
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Figure S13. Locations of virtual precipitation gauges in Aosta Valley. Precipitation estimated for these locations through interpolation

of physical-precipitation-gauge data was enhanced through blended precipitation lapse rates to account for orographic effects above the

precipitation-gauge line. See section 3.2 in the main text for details.
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Figure S14. Summary of daily precipitation (a), snow depth (b), and reconstructed streamflow (c) for Beauregard. Precipitation was cal-

culated across all gauges in the valleys of Beauregard (variable P̂ , see gauge locations in Figure 1, main text). Snow depth was from a

representative, mid-elevation sensors (elevation was ∼1860 m ASL). Reconstructed streamflow refers to the hydropower catchment delin-

eated in Figure 1, main text. Low, medium, and high snow seasons were estimated based on percentiles of mean seasonal snow depth at

Beauregard, which had a complete record between water years 2008 and 2019. This classification is only functional to the scopes of this

paper and has no long-term climatological meaning. Panel (d) reports the estimated precipitation-runoff relationship for both hydropower

catchments, where WY P̂ and WY Q are water-year cumulative precipitation and reconstructed streamflow, respectively (P̂ is systematically

smaller than Q because high-elevation headwaters are ungauged).
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Figure S15. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2008. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2008 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S16. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2009. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2009 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S17. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2010. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2010 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S18. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2011. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2011 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S19. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2012. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2012 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S20. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2013. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2013 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S21. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2015. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2015 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S22. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2016. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2016 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S23. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2017. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2017 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S24. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2018. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2018 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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Figure S25. Top panels: Winter orographic gradients estimated by precipitation gauges (black dots and line) vs. those estimated by snow

courses (blue dots and line) in 2019. The grey scale for precipitation-gauge data points measures the amount of gaps in the time series,

with black meaning a complete time series and white a time series with nearly 100% missing data points. The brown cloud is the winter

orographic gradient estimated by GRISO1, which only relied on precipitation gauges. Middle and bottom panels: Orographic gradients

estimated by snow courses and precipitation gauges (blue and black lines, respectively) vs. those estimated by the two snow maps that Flood-

PROOFS assimilated around the snow-course date of 2019 (green is the snow-depth-sensor map, pink is the weekly SWE map). Details on

Flood-PROOFS and these assimilated maps are reported in Section 3.3 and S1. VG and VP are Beauregard and Valpelline, respectively.

Missing panels imply that some of the information needed to perform this comparison was missing for this water year (e.g., gaps in the

snow-depth-sensor record, or frequently no snow-course survey).
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